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We discuss the properties and LHC phenomenology of a potentially discoverable heavy scalar boson (s)
that arises in the context of the renormalizable coloron model; the model also contains a light scalar, h,
identifiable with the 125 GeV state discovered by the LHC. These two scalar mass eigenstates are
admixtures of a weak doublet gauge eigenstate and a weak singlet gauge eigenstate. A previous study set
exclusion limits on the heavy s scalar, using the stability of the scalar potential, unitarity, electroweak
precision tests, and LHC searches for the 125 GeV Higgs; it also briefly discussed the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV LHC
searches for a heavy Higgs. In this work, we show how the projected LHC sensitivity at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV to
the presence of a heavy Higgs and to the detailed properties of the 125 GeV Higgs will further constrain the
properties of the new heavy s scalar. Since the renormalizable coloron model may contain spectator
fermions to remove anomalies, we examine several representative scenarios with different numbers of
spectator fermions. Our results are summarized in plots that overlay the current exclusion limits on the s
boson with the projected sensitivity of the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV LHC to the new state. We find that the upcoming
LHC searches should be sensitive to an s scalar of mass less than 1 TeV for essentially all of the model
parameter space in which the h state differs from the Higgs boson of the SM. More precisely, unless the
mixing between the weak doublet and weak singlet gauge-eigenstate scalars is zero, the 14 TeV LHC will
be sensitive to the presence of the nonstandard heavy s state that is characteristic of the renormalizable
coloron model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.015013 PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 12.60.Fr

I. INTRODUCTION

An extended color sector is an integral part of many
theories with new dynamics that attempt to address
unresolved challenges with the ordinary standard model
(SM). Models including topcolor [1], the flavor-universal
coloron [2], chiral color [3], chiral color with unequal
gauge couplings [4] and flavor nonuniversal chiral color [5]
belong to this class of theories beyond the SM.
In such models, the minimal extension of the color

sector consists of enhancing the color gauge group to
SUð3Þ1c × SUð3Þ2c, which is spontaneously broken to the
diagonal SUð3Þc subgroup. Ordinary QCD is then identified
with this diagonal unbroken gauge group, containing the
usual massless gluon color octet. The spontaneous symmetry
breaking produces, furthermore, a set of massive color-octet
gauge bosons, which we generically refer to as colorons.

Spontaneous breaking of the enhanced color symmetry may
be facilitated in a renormalizable manner—in conjunction
with electroweak symmetry breaking—by means of an
enlarged scalar sector [2,6–9]. As a consequence, new
(colored and uncolored) scalar degrees of freedom are
present in this formalism; most notably there is a color-
singlet (heavy) Higgs-like scalar in addition to the electro-
weak Higgs boson. Moreover, cancelation of potential
anomalies—brought forth by the possible chiral couplings
of the ordinary quarks to colorons—may require the
existence of additional spectator fermions. Hence, if this
formalism corresponds to the correct description of nature, a
rich spectrum of new (colored) scalar, fermionic, and vector
particles with novel properties are predicted, the discovery of
which may lie within the reach of the LHC.
A first complete study of hadron collider production of

colorons at next-to-leading order was presented in [10,11].
The scalar sector of the renormalizable coloron model has
also been constrained in a previous analysis [9], by
imposing limits from the stability of the potential, unitarity,
electroweak precision tests, and properties of the 125 GeV
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Higgs-like scalar, discovered at the LHC [12,13].
Furthermore, the latter study presented a brief discussion
of the LHC heavy Higgs searches at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV
[14,15], applied to the additional CP-even scalar of the
renormalizable coloron model.
In the present paper, we further explore the properties of

the additional scalar boson, with a mass up to 1 TeV, arising
from the minimally extended color sector. Specifically, we
discuss the implications of the expected reach of the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
14TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 300 and
3000 fb−1 for the heavy Higgs [16–18], and at 300 fb−1 for
the detailed properties of the discovered 125 GeV Higgs
[19]. If no signal of a heavy scalar is found nor any
deviations from the current measurements of the 125 GeV
Higgs are detected by the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV LHC with the
quoted luminosities, these projections will impose compli-
mentary constraints at 95% C.L. on the model’s parameter
space. We present the plots depicting the current exclusion
limits, as well as the projected 14 TeV exclusion limits, for
three selected scenarios with zero, one, and three spectator
fermion generations, varying the remaining free parameters
within each model to demonstrate the sensitivity of the
analyses to these variables. We show that the large regions of
the parameter space are sensitive to future probing by
the LHC.
In Sec. II, we briefly describe the formalism of the

renormalizable coloron model [2,6–9], review the particle
content, and introduce relevant notation. Section III is
devoted to setting up an effective Lagrangian utilized for
the subsequent phenomenological study of the heavy s
scalar, arising from this minimally extended color sector.
The phenomenology of the LHC heavy scalar searches and
projections, along with other considerations such as the
total width of the heavy s boson in the renormalizable
coloron model, is presented in Sec. IV and summarized in
plots, covering the free parameter space for representative
scenarios. We further discuss the results in Sec. V for the
different models and their ranges of free parameters, and we
demonstrate that all scenarios may be fully explored by the
LHC. If no heavy scalar is discovered at or below a 1 TeV
mass, the searches will exclude the renormalizable coloron
model within the TeV range. Furthermore, we elaborate on
distinguishing a potentially discovered heavy scalar, origi-
nating from the renormalizable coloron model, from other
color-singlet “Higgs portal” scenarios [20–22]. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. REVIEW OF THE RENORMALIZABLE
COLORON MODEL

We start by briefly reviewing the formalism of the
minimal renormalizable coloron model [2,6–9], and sum-
marizing the gauge, scalar, and fermionic sectors of the
theory.1 In the renormalizable coloron model, the color
gauge group of the standard model (SM) is extended to
SUð3Þ1c × SUð3Þ2c, which is spontaneously broken to the
diagonal SUð3Þc subgroup, and the latter is identified with
the ordinary QCD. Schematically, we have

SUð3Þ1c × SUð3Þ2c × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY
⟶ SUð3Þc ×Uð1ÞEM: ð1Þ

Spontaneous symmetry breaking in this enlarged color
sector, along with spontaneous breaking of the SM electro-
weak gauge group, proceeds via an extended scalar sector.
In addition to the usual SM Higgs doublet, ϕ, the scalar
sector contains a ð3; 3̄Þ scalar, Φ, that is bifundamental
under the SUð3Þ1c × SUð3Þ2c color group, but singlet
under the electroweak interactions. Componentwise these
two scalars may be written as [8,9]

ϕ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�

i
ffiffiffi
2

p
πþ

vh þ h0 þ iπ0

�
; ð2Þ

Φ¼ 1ffiffiffi
6

p ðvs þ s0þ iAÞI3×3þðGa
H þ iGa

GÞta ðta ≡ λa=2Þ;

ð3Þ
where h0 is the SM Higgs boson with the corresponding
vacuum expectation value (VEV) vh ¼ 246 GeV, π0;� are
the electroweak Nambu-Goldstone bosons, and λa are the
Gell-Mann matrices. As explained in [9], the fields s0 and
A are, respectively, CP-even and CP-odd gauge-singlet
scalars, whereas Ga

H denotes a set of scalars that transform
as a color octet under the SUð3Þc color group. In addition,
the Φ field contains a set of massless colored Nambu-
Goldstone bosons, Ga

G. The CP-even gauge singlet, s0,
develops a nonzero VEV, vs, resulting in spontaneous
breaking of the extended color symmetry.
It has been shown in [9] that the most general renorma-

lizable scalar potential is of the form

Vðϕ;ΦÞ ¼ λs
6
ðTr½Φ†Φ�Þ2 þ κs

2
Tr½ðΦ†ΦÞ2� − λs þ κsffiffiffi

6
p rΔvsðdetΦþ H:c:Þ − λs þ κs

6
v2sð1 − rΔÞTr½Φ†Φ�

þ λh
6

�
ϕ†ϕ −

v2h
2

�
2

þ λm

�
ϕ†ϕ −

v2h
2

��
Tr½Φ†Φ� − v2s

2

�
; ð4Þ

1Throughout this paper, we closely follow the notation introduced in [9].
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with λh, λm, λs, κs, and rΔ all dimensionless couplings.
Moreover, it was demonstrated that this potential is
bounded from below, with a global minimum coinciding
with the VEVs shown above, given the conditions

λh > 0; λ0s > 0; κs > 0; λ2m <
1

9
λhλ

0
s;

0 ≤ rΔ ≤
3

2
; ð5Þ

with λ0s ≡ λs þ κs.
In the mass eigenstate basis, the CP-even scalars h0 and

s0 in (2) and (3) are mixed due to the λm term in the
potential (4) and due to the fact that they both develop
nonzero VEVs. All the other scalar masses remain diagonal
in both mass and field eigenstate bases. The corresponding
mass eigenstates h and s composed of the original CP-even
scalars may be defined using an orthogonal rotation�

h0
s0

�
¼

�
cos χ sin χ
− sin χ cos χ

��
h
s

�
; ð6Þ

with the mixing angle, χ, given by

cot 2χ ≡ 1

6λm

�
λ0s

�
1 −

rΔ
2

�
vs
vh

− λh
vh
vs

�
: ð7Þ

The diagonal scalar masses then read

m2
h;s ¼

1

6

�
λhv2h þ λ0sv2s

�
1 −

rΔ
2

�

�
�
λhv2h − λ0sv2s

�
1 −

rΔ
2

��
sec 2χ

�
; ð8Þ

m2
A ¼ v2s

2
rΔλ0s; m2

GH
¼ 1

3
½v2sκs þ 2m2

A�: ð9Þ

The h scalar is assumed to be the lighter of these two CP-
even degrees of freedom, and is identified with the discov-
ered 125GeVHiggs-like state at the LHC [12,13]. For small
mixing angle values— motivated by the experimental
constraints [9]— the h is more “SM-like,” whereas the
heavier s is more “singletlike” [cf. (6)]. They are both
capable of interacting with the ordinary SM particles, albeit
with suppressed tree-level couplings proportional to cos χ
and sin χ, respectively, as compared with a pure SM Higgs.
Analyzing the phenomenology of the heavier scalar, s,
constitutes the main subject of the present study.
Examining (8) and (9) together with the conditions (5),

one further notes the following mass relations [9]:

ms ≥
1

3
mA ðfor sin χ → 0Þ; mGH

≥
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
mA: ð10Þ

A scalar color-octet mass, mGH
, ranging from 50 to

125 GeV is already excluded by the Tevatron searches

[23]; hence, following [9], we treat this color-octet
set as being heavier than the discovered h scalar
(mGH

> mh ¼ 125 GeV) throughout our analyses.
The spontaneous breaking of the enhanced color sym-

metry to its diagonal subgroup produces, in addition to the
usual massless SUð3Þc gluons, a set of massive color-octet
vector bosons, generically referred to as colorons. Colorons
obtain their mass by “eating" the colored Nambu-
Goldstone bosons, Ga

G in (3); the mass is given by the
expression [8,9]

MC ¼
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
gsvs

sin 2θc

0
@sin θc ≡ gs1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g2s1 þ g2s2

q
1
A: ð11Þ

Here, θc represents the mixing angle in the orthogonal
matrix rotating the SUð3Þ1c and SUð3Þ2c gauge eigenstates
(with the corresponding couplings gs1 and gs2) into the
gluon and coloron mass eigenstates. Furthermore, gs
denotes the QCD gauge coupling, which may be expressed
as the combination [9–11]

1

g2s
¼ 1

g2s1
þ 1

g2s2
: ð12Þ

Note that Tevatron and current LHC searches constrain the
coloron mass,MC, to be at least in the TeV region [24–29].
As described in [9], in the context of the renormalizable

coloron model, the fermionic matter sector needs modifi-
cations as well, possibly including the addition of heavy
spectator quarks [3,11,30,31]. These extra fermionic
degrees of freedom can be necessary to cancel potential
anomalies of the theory [arising once the couplings of the
quarks to the SUð3Þ1c × SUð3Þ2c color gauge group are
chosen to be chiral [10,11]], and must have the opposite
chirality charges as the ordinary quarks.
Allowing for the spectator fermions to obtain their mass

via Yukawa interactions with the Φ scalar, one deduces

MQ ¼ yQffiffiffi
6

p vs; ð13Þ

where, for simplicity, a flavor-universal Yukawa coupling,
yQ, and hence spectator fermion mass scale, is assumed.
Furthermore, it is conjectured [9] that the spectator flavors
have the same electric charges as their corresponding quark
partners, and that they are vectorial under the electroweak
interactions.2 Flavor-changing couplings of the colorons
result in strong constraints on potential mixing between
these extra fermionic states and the ordinary quarks,
rendering such a mixing negligible [32].

2Spectator quarks that are chiral under the electroweak
interactions necessitate the existence of additional “leptonlike”
spectators to cancel further introduced anomalies.
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In addition to those assumptions regarding the properties
of the heavy spectator fermions and their interactions, the
chiral nature of a specific model determines the number of
necessary spectator flavors to cancel potential anomalies
[9,31]. No spectators are required when all quarks are
vectorially charged under the extended color group, since
no anomaly will be introduced. If, however, the chiral
couplings of the third quark generation are chosen to be
opposite to those of the first two generations, then one
spectator generation (one uplike and one downlike specta-
tor) is necessary. Flavor-universal chiral interactions of the
quarks under the enlarged color gauge group require, on the
other hand, three generations of spectator fermions to
cancel all anomalies. Following [9], we shall study the
phenomenological results for three cases described above,
where zero, one, or three spectator quark generations may
be present in the theory.

In summary, the renormalizable coloron model extends
the SM color gauge group minimally [cf. (1)], while
appropriately enlarging the scalar sector (to also accom-
modate spontaneous breaking of the enhanced color sym-
metry), as well as the fermionic matter sector (to cancel
potentially introduced anomalies). Setting the electroweak
VEV at vh ¼ 246 GeV and the mass of the h Higgs at
mh ¼ 125 GeV, it adds eight new free parameters to the
usual SM,3 which may be taken as the set [9]

fvs; sin χ; ms; mA; mGH
;MC;MQ;NQg; ð14Þ

with NQ the number of spectator fermion generations,
which we keep as a free parameter throughout our analyses.
For completeness, we exhibit the explicit dependence of

the Lagrangian parameters on the set (14), which can be
straightforwardly derived from (8), (9), (11), and (13),

λh ¼
3

2

m2
h þm2

s þ ðm2
h −m2

sÞ cos 2χ
v2h

; λm ¼ −
1

2

m2
h −m2

s

vhvs
sin 2χ;

λ0s ¼
1

2

2m2
A þ 3ðm2

h þm2
sÞ − 3ðm2

h −m2
sÞ cos 2χ

v2s
; κs ¼

3m2
GH

− 2m2
A

v2s
;

rΔ ¼ 4m2
A

2m2
A þ 3ðm2

h þm2
sÞ − 3ðm2

h −m2
sÞ cos 2χ

; sin 2θc ¼
ffiffiffi
2

3

r
gsvs
MC

; yQ ¼
ffiffiffi
6

p MQ

vs
: ð15Þ

It is worth noting that the sign of λm [i.e. an attractive or
repulsive interaction between the scalar fields ϕ and Φ in
(4)] does not affect the stability of the potential [cf. (5)], and
is reflected only in the sign of the parameter sin χ in (15).
As we shall demonstrate, however, this sign has notable
effects on the phenomenology of the heavy Higgs-like
scalar, s.

III. THE HEAVY s SCALAR

As explained in the previous section, the heavy s scalar is
an admixture of the SM h0 Higgs and the gauge-singlet s0
boson [cf. (6)], and is mostly singletlike for the small
mixings favored by the LHC 125 GeV signal data and the
electroweak precision tests [9]. This heavy scalar is,
nevertheless, capable of interacting weakly with the SM
particles, while its tree-level coupling is suppressed by the
mixing angle factor, sin χ, with respect to that of the usual
SM Higgs boson, h0. The LHC heavy Higgs searches
[14,15] and projected 14 TeV exclusion limits [16–18] in
the vector boson channels can, thus, be utilized to inves-
tigate and constrain the properties of the s boson arising
from the extended color sector.
To this end, we set up an effective Lagrangian [9] to

parametrize all the relevant decay channels of the heavy s
Higgs at the LHC

Ls
eff ¼ csV

2m2
W

vh
sWþ

μ W−μ þ csV
m2

Z

vh
sZμZμ − cst

mt

vh
st̄t

− csb
mb

vh
sb̄b − csτ

mτ

vh
sτ̄τ − csc

mc

vh
sc̄c

þ csg
αs

12πvh
sGa

μνGaμν þ cshshhþ csAsAA

þ csGH
sGa

HG
a
H: ð16Þ

In addition to the tree-level SM gauge boson and heavy
fermion channels, this effective Lagrangian describes the
one-loop induced s decay into a pair of gluons, as well as its
tree-level decays into pairs of 125 GeV h Higgs bosons, A
pseudoscalars, and Ga

H scalar color octets.4 Given the TeV
lower bounds on the coloron mass [24–29], we have
neglected a potential decay of the s boson into a pair of
colorons in (16). Furthermore, we focus our attention on the
case where the spectator fermions are heavy, withMQ in the
TeV range [33–35], such that the s decay into a pair of
spectator fermions is also kinematically prohibited. In this

3This is, of course, true once the aforementioned properties
and interactions of the spectator fermions are assumed.

4For spectator quarks with the same electric charge as the
ordinary quarks, s decay into diphotons is a small contribution to
the total decay width and is not relevant to our analysis.
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regime, the s boson production and decay amplitudes
depend crucially on the number of spectator quarks, but
are relatively insensitive to the precise mass of these
fermions. Since the coupling of the s boson to colorons
or spectator fermions is proportional to the coloron’s or
spectator’s mass [(11) and (13), respectively], the contri-
butions of the spectator fermions and colorons to s boson
production via gluon fusion do not “decouple” in the heavy
mass limit. The production cross section is, therefore, not
significantly suppressed in this regime.
In case of the s decay into a SM final state, such as gg or

τ̄τ, the dimensionless coefficient csi in (16) represents the
appropriate deviation of the corresponding coupling from
its SM value (i.e., if s were replaced by the usual SM Higgs
boson, h0). The tree-level coefficients are, in this case,
given by

csV ¼ cst ¼ csb ¼ csτ ¼ csc ¼ sin χ; ð17Þ

whereas the coefficient associated with the one-loop
effective gluon coupling (with colorons, spectators, and
scalar color octets running in the loop, in addition to the
ordinary SM heavy quarks) may be parametrized by [9]

csg ¼ sin χĉs;SMg þ cos χδcsg; ð18Þ

ĉs;SMg ≡ AFðτst Þ þ AFðτsbÞ þ AFðτscÞ; ð19Þ

δcsg ≡ −3
vh
vs

�
6AVðτsCÞ þ 6

�
1þm2

s − 2
3
m2

A

2m2
GH

�
ASðτsGH

Þ

−
2NQ

3
AFðτsQÞ

�
: ð20Þ

Here, τsi ≡ m2
s

4m2
i
, the subscript C (Q) represents the coloron

(spectator), NQ is the number of spectator fermion gen-
erations, and the vector, fermion, and scalar loop form
factors are defined as

AVðτÞ≡ 1

8τ2
½3τ þ 2τ2 − 3ð1 − 2τÞfðτÞ�; AFðτÞ≡ 3

2τ2
½τ − ð1 − τÞfðτÞ�; ASðτÞ≡ 1

8τ2
½τ − fðτÞ�;

fðτÞ≡
8<
:

arcsin2
ffiffiffi
τ

p
τ ≤ 1

− 1
4

�
log 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−τ−1

p

1−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−τ−1

p − iπ

�
2

τ > 1
: ð21Þ

It is important to notice the sign in (18) associated with sin χ:
an attractive or repulsive interaction between the scalars ϕ
and Φ as parametrized by the sign of λm in the potential (4);
see also (15). This may result in a constructive or destructive
interference between the two terms. In addition, a possible
cancellation between the spectator and coloron contributions
may occur in (20), depending on the chosen number of
spectator generations, while the scalar term can be of either
sign. This complicated interplay between the various param-
eters leads to nontrivial phenomenological consequences for
the s boson that will be discussed in Sec. IV. The remaining
dimensionful scalar coupling coefficients were also derived
in [9], and we list them here for completeness

csh ¼ −
sin χ cos χ
2vhvs

�
vh

�
m2

A

3
þ 2m2

h þm2
s

�
sin χ

þ vsð2m2
h þm2

sÞ cos χ
�
; ð22Þ

csA ¼ −
m2

A þm2
s

2vs
cos χ; ð23Þ

csGH
¼ −

m2
s þ 2m2

GH
− 2

3
m2

A

2vs
cos χ: ð24Þ

Armed with the effective Lagrangian (16), in the
following section we shall adapt the LHC heavy Higgs
searches and projections in the vector boson channels to
study and constrain the properties of the s boson.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE HEAVY s HIGGS

The LHC heavy Higgs searches [14,15] and projected
14 TeV exclusion limits [16–18] generally assume that the
narrow-width approximation is valid. Before applying
these studies to examine the s boson’s properties, it is,
therefore, necessary to confirm the validity of this approxi-
mation in the context of the heavy s scalar originating from
an extended color sector.
Using the constructed effective Lagrangian (16) and the

coefficients (17)–(19), the total width of the s boson as a
function of its mass, ΓTOT

s ðmsÞ, is given by [9]

ΓTOT
s ðmsÞ
Γh0ðmsÞ

¼
���� csg
ĉs;SMg

����2BRSM
gg þ sin2χ½BRSM

VV þ BRSM
f̄f

� þ Γðs → hhÞ þ Γðs → AAÞ þ 8Γðs → Ga
HG

a
HÞ

Γh0ðmsÞ
; ð25Þ
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where Γh0ðmsÞ denotes the total decay width of the SM h0
Higgs when mh0 ¼ ms [cf. (6)]. The expression (25) takes
into account the decay of s into the usual SM final states, as
well as into the additional scalar degrees of freedom present
in the theory, such as the pseudoscalar A and the scalar
color octet Ga

H. Inserting the coefficients (22)–(24), the
corresponding widths of the s decay into scalar pairs are
defined as

Γðs → iiÞ ¼ ðcsi Þ2
8πms

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

4m2
i

m2
s

s
ði ¼ h;A; Ga

HÞ: ð26Þ

The narrow-width approximation concerns, specifically,
the ratio of the total width of the heavy s boson to its mass
(ΓTOT

s =ms), which must remain small over the entire relevant
range of the mass. This ratio has been plotted in Fig. 1 for
three selected values of the singlet VEV, vs, covering a heavy
s boson up to ms ¼ 1 TeV. In each panel, three represen-
tative values of the mixing angle have been displayed, as
motivated by the experimental bounds [9]. In all plots, the
pseudoscalar and the scalar color octet have been chosen to
be light enough to contribute to the s width, making the total
width as broad as possible for the mass range of interest, with
mA ¼ 50 GeV and mGH

¼ 150 GeV.5 Hence, the plots
depict a scenario in which decay to a pair of A bosons
contributes to the swidth. The heavy TeV-range coloron and
spectator masses render the ratio insensitive to the precise
values ofMC andMQ parameters. Sensitivity to the number
of spectator fermion generations, NQ, is also negligible. One
can deduce from Fig. 1 that the s boson’s total width remains
relatively narrow in the entire mass range of interest for all
possible scenarios of the model; in fact, the s boson is much
narrower than a corresponding heavy SM-like h0 Higgs. The

narrow-width approximation, therefore, remains valid and
the aforementioned searches and projections apply through-
out our heavy s analyses.
At this stage, we have developed all the necessary tools in

order to investigate the properties of the heavy s boson by
utilizing the LHCheavyHiggs searches [14,15] andprojected
14 TeVexclusion limits [16–18] in the vector boson channels.
In particular, employing the narrow-width approximation,
these measurements and simulations constrain the s produc-
tion cross section times its branching ratio, as compared with
that of a SM Higgs, h0, with the same mass. As discussed in
[9], the amount of mixing between the SM h0 Higgs and the
gauge singlet s0 [cf. (6)] is constrained to small values,
sin χ ≲ 0.3, by the electroweak precision data and the proper-
ties of the discovered 125GeV LHC h signal. Furthermore, it
was shown that, in this small mixing region, the s production
via gluon fusion dominates over the other mechanisms.
Hence, in order to adapt the LHC searches and exclusion
projections in vector boson channels to study the s boson, we
may construct the following parametrization

μðgg → s → VVÞ≡ σðgg → sÞ × BRðs → VVÞ
σðgg → h0Þ × BRðh0 → VVÞ

¼
���� csg
ĉs;SMg

����2 BRðs → VVÞ
BRðh0 → VVÞ

¼
���� csg
ĉs;SMg

����2sin2χ
�
ΓTOT
s ðmsÞ
Γh0ðmsÞ

�−1
; ð27Þ

wherewe have inserted the appropriate coefficients from (16),
and the ratio of the widths is given by (25).
In the previous treatment [9], we have briefly discussed

the constraints on the s boson phenomenology, based on
the LHC heavy Higgs searches in the vector boson channels
for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV [14,15]. In this section, we extend that
discussion, by further considering the expected s produc-
tion cross section times branching ratio for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV
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FIG. 1 (color). The ratio of the s boson’s total width to its mass as a function of its mass for the range 200 ≤ ms ≤ 1000 GeV,
exhibiting the validity of the narrow-width approximation. The panels correspond to three benchmark values of the singlet VEV, vs, each
displaying this ratio for three different mixing angles, sin χ, as motivated by the experimental searches [9]. A “light” pseudoscalar
(mA ¼ 50 GeV) and scalar color octet (mGH

¼ 150 GeV) have been chosen to make the width as broad as possible for the entire range
of ms, demonstrating the “worst-case” scenarios. The ratio is, furthermore, insensitive to the (TeV range) coloron and spectator masses,
and the number of spectator fermion generations.

5We have neglected an off-shell decay of s into pairs of h, A
and Ga

H in computing its total width. An off-shell decay of s into
the usual SM pairs (e.g. t̄t) is, however, taken into account.
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LHC, with an integrated luminosity of 300 and 3000 fb−1.
These simulations have been performed for the ATLAS
detector assuming a SM-like heavy Higgs [16], and for the
CMS detector assuming a heavy Higgs in the context of the
two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [17,18]. If the upcom-
ing LHC run at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV with the quoted luminosities
does not detect a heavy Higgs-like scalar at or below the
mass of 1 TeV, the projected exclusion limits will provide
complementary constraints at 95% C.L. on the parameter
space of the renormalizable coloron model.
To be specific, we utilize the heavy Higgs search and

exclusion projections to understand the LHC sensitivity to
the μ parameter [left-hand side of (27)] in each case, and
compare the latter with the theoretically derived expression
[right-hand side of (27)]. If no heavy Higgs signal is detected
by the LHC, this may be translated into 95%C.L. constraints
on the model’s variables. The

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV heavy Higgs
searches [14,15] directly quote the μ parameter in various
decay channels, and we use the strongest bounds determined
by the s decays into WW and ZZ final states. The

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
14 TeV heavy Higgs exclusion projections [16–18], how-
ever, quote the obtained production cross section times
decay branching ratios, with the most stringent limits arising
from the ZZ decay channel. To construct the μ parameter for
these simulations, we divide their obtained production cross
section times ZZ decay branching ratio by that of the SM h0
Higgs, the latter being provided in [16].
Figure 2 displays the most stringent values of the μ

parameter as a function of the s boson mass, incorporating
the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV LHC heavy Higgs search data (WW and
ZZ final states) [14,15], as well as the exclusion projections
for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV with an integrated luminosity of 300 and
3000 fb−1 (ZZ final states), based on search projections for
a SM-like [16] and a 2HDM-like [17,18] heavy Higgs.
Clearly, future searches with higher center-of-mass ener-
gies and luminosities are anticipated to yield more stringent
upper bounds on the μ parameter—and the model’s
parameter space—at 95% C.L., if no heavy Higgs-like
scalar is detected at the LHC in the displayed mass range.
Nonetheless, one notes the similarity in the obtained results
for the SM-like and the 2HDM-like heavy Higgs projec-
tions. The differences between the two may be attributed to
the differences in widths of the two particles. Given this
similarity, in the following, we shall apply only the SM-like
Higgs expected gg → s → ZZ projections [16] to our
analyses of the s boson phenomenology.
Separately, we consider the projected ability of the

ATLAS experiment at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV ATLAS with
300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity to more precisely mea-
sure the properties of the existing 125 GeV h Higgs [19].
Similar to the case of the heavy s scalar, these h boson
measurements present additional constraints on the param-
eter space of the model, assuming no large deviations from
the current measurements of the h properties are discovered
at the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV LHC run. The strongest bounds in this

study arise from the gluon-fusion production mechanism
and the ZZ decay mode; hence, we take only these
particular channels into account. The analogous expression
for the μ parameter (27) of the hHiggs has been provided in
[9]; it formally depends on all the input parameters (14),
except for the mass of the s boson,ms. According to [19], at
300 fb−1, the experimental relative uncertainty of the signal
strength is Δμ=μ ¼ 0.06.6 Assuming μ ¼ 1, and requiring
no exclusion by the previous

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV best fit at
95% C.L. [9], we impose the 95% C.L. exclusion constraint
from the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV h projections at 300 fb−1 to find the
sensitivity of high-energy LHC data to this model.
As discussed in Sec. II, we present our plots for three

scenarios containing various spectator fermion generations,
NQ ¼ 0, 1, and 3. The results are exhibited, respectively, in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5. The panels incorporate the constraints
explored in [9] arising from unitarity, electroweak precision
tests, and LHC 125 GeV h Higgs data, as well as the LHC
heavy Higgs searches with

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV [14,15], and the s
and h Higgs ATLAS projections for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV with an
integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 at 95% C.L. [16,19].
Highlighting the importance of the sign associated with sin χ
for the LHC analyses [see the discussion below (21)], the
current plots are extended to cover the entire range

7+8 TeV

14 TeV, 300 fb
1

14 TeV, 3000 fb
1

200 400 600 800 1000

0.01

0.1

1

ms GeV

gg
s

V
V

FIG. 2 (color). The heavy s Higgs production cross section
times its vector boson decay branching ratio, divided by that of a
corresponding SM h0 Higgs with the same mass, as parametrized
by μ in (27), for 200 ≤ ms ≤ 1000 GeV. The LHC

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7,
8 TeV heavy Higgs exclusion limits at 95% C.L. [14,15] are
displayed by the dot-dashed line, with the most stringent bounds
arising from the WW and ZZ final states. These data are
complemented by the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV projected exclusion limits
at 95% C.L. with an integrated luminosity of 300 and 3000 fb−1
for ATLAS (solid lines) assuming a SM-like heavy Higgs [16],
and for CMS (dashed lines) assuming a heavy Higgs in the
2HDM [17,18]. In both 14 TeV projections, the strongest limits
are determined by the ZZ final states.

6If the current theoretical uncertainty is included, the total
uncertainty becomes Δμ=μ ¼ 0.13. The theoretical uncertainties,
however, are expected to decrease—and therefore, in this paper,
we illustrate the sensitivity of the 14 TeV LHC to this model
using the experimental uncertainties alone.
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FIG. 3 (color). 95% C.L. exclusion contours for the scenario with no spectator fermion generation, NQ ¼ 0, represented in the
ms − sin χ plane, covering the heavy s scalar mass range 200 ≤ ms ≤ 1000 GeV and the full range of mixing angle values
−1 ≤ sin χ ≤ 1. A universal pseudoscalar mass, mA ¼ 150 GeV, has been used for the purpose of illustration. Three selected values of
the singlet VEV, vs, are displayed in the three rows, within which the scalar color-octet mass, mGH

, is varied from light (left plot) to
heavy (right plot). The exclusion limits arise from imposing unitarity (dot-dashed purple), electroweak precision tests (dotted orange),
LHC direct measurements of the 125 GeV h Higgs (vertical dashed gray), and the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV LHC heavy s boson searches (solid
yellow). The inclined-shaded green region corresponds to the heavy s boson exclusion projections for

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV ATLAS with an
integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1. Given their heavy nature, the dependence on the coloron and spectator masses, MC and MQ, is
negligible throughout.
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−1 ≤ sin χ ≤ 1.7 For each scenario, three benchmark values
of the singlet VEV, vs, have been selected, within which the
mass of the color-octet scalar boson, mGH

, is varied from

light to heavy. A universal pseudoscalar mass,
mA ¼ 150 GeV, is also assumed.8 We have, furthermore,

FIG. 4 (color). 95% C.L. exclusion contours for the scenario with one spectator fermion generation, NQ ¼ 1, represented in the
ms − sin χ plane, covering the heavy s scalar mass range 200 ≤ ms ≤ 1000 GeV and the full range of mixing angle values
−1 ≤ sin χ ≤ 1. (For details, see the caption of Fig. 3.)

7Note that the tree-level studies of the stability, unitarity, and
the electroweak precision tests are insensitive to this sign [9];
only the LHC analyses of the 125 GeV h Higgs and the heavy s
Higgs depend on it.

8As explained in [9], the stability constraint becomes relevant
in the displayed ms − sin χ region only for mA ≳ 400 GeV,
imposing a lower bound on ms [cf. (10)]. Hence, for the quoted
pseudoscalar masses, this theoretical constraint is absent in our
displayed figures.
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set the spectator and coloron TeV-range masses to
MQ ¼ 1 TeV and MC ¼ 3 TeV throughout, as reference
values. For colorons and spectators this heavy, the explicit
dependence of the analysis on the precise values of MC and
MQ is negligible. The limits arising from more precise

measurements of the 125 GeV h boson properties are weaker
or at most comparable to those from the s scalar projections
in all depicted scenarios, except for NQ ¼ 3 with very high
singlet VEVand color-octet masses. The h Higgs projection
constraints are, therefore, omitted in the remaining scenarios.

FIG. 5 (color). 95% C.L. exclusion contours for the scenario with three spectator fermion generations, NQ ¼ 3, represented in the
ms − sin χ plane, covering the heavy s scalar mass range 200 ≤ ms ≤ 1000 GeV and the full range of mixing angle values
−1 ≤ sin χ ≤ 1. The additional horizontally shaded gray region in the vs ¼ 5TeV case accounts for the exclusion by more precise
measurements of the 125 GeV h Higgs. (For details, see the caption of Fig. 3.)
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V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Within eachNQ scenario, it is evident that a larger singlet
VEV, vs, enlarges the viable parameter space by alleviating
the exclusion constraints, and, at the same time, accom-
modates heavier scalar color-octets. Moreover, for the
different signs of the mixing angle, sin χ, one observes
an asymmetry in all LHC h and s searches and projections,
indicating the sensitivity of these analyses to this sign.
The origin of this sensitivity may be traced back to the
constructive or destructive role played by the sign in
the heavy s (and h) production via gluon fusion [see the
discussion below (21)]. It is, furthermore, interesting to
note that the pseudoscalar mass, mA, has the effect of
determining the lower bound on the mass of the heavy s
scalar near the sin χ ≃ 0 region.9 This is due to the fact that
the s decay channel into a pair of pseudoscalars is propor-
tional to cos χ and becomes accessible at a lower ms for a
lighter A, further suppressing its decay branching ratios
into pairs of vector bosons. As anticipated, the projections
demonstrate that the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV LHC is far more
sensitive to a potential heavy scalar signal than theffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV searches already carried out. In fact, the
heavy s boson projections with 300 ft−1 luminosity already
cover practically the entire remaining region of the param-
eter space in all possible scenarios, except for the very high
singlet VEV and color-octet masses (deep in the TeV
region) that are only available within the NQ ¼ 3 scenario.
This signals the interesting predictive power of the model,
which can be thoroughly probed by the imminent LHC
searches. Given this increased sensitivity, in case no heavy
Higgs signal is detected by the LHC at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV, the
displayed projections at 300 ft−1 tightly constrain at
95% C.L. the model’s parameter space, while the
3000 ft−1 luminosity data (not shown) completely rule
out the model in the depicted region of interest (cf. Fig. 2).
A comparison of the three models with different specta-

tor generation contents, as presented in Figs. 3, 4, and 5,
reveals that the model with three spectator fermion gen-
eration (NQ ¼ 3) is the scenario that is least constrained by
the current theoretical and experimental exclusions for a
wide range of the free parameters, such as the scalar color-
octet mass and the singlet VEV. This is attributable to the
large cancellation occurring between the coloron and
spectator contributions in the effective s coupling to the
gluon pair (20). The projected bounds on the properties of
the h Higgs, on the other hand, do not suffer from such
cancellations in this region of parameter space and become
relevant, providing additional potential constraints at
300 ft−1. Consequently, in all three cases, it is generally
true that nearly the entire parameter space of the models lies
within reach of the

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14 TeV LHC.

Finally, let us elaborate on how a potential discovery of a
heavy scalar boson by the LHCmay be identified with the s
boson of the minimally extended color sector. As discussed
in Sec. II, within the context of the renormalizable coloron
model, the heavy s boson is necessarily accompanied by a
multitude of additional scalar, vector, and fermionic
degrees of freedom. Being color charged many of these
additional states may reveal their existence in a high center-
of-mass energy hadron collider. A heavy s scalar—in
contrast with the scalar in many other proposed “Higgs
portal” models [20–22]—is likely to be discovered in
association with other (colored) resonances of comparable
mass. Moreover, the existence of these additional colored
states may enhance the effective gluon coupling to the
heavy s boson (18), potentially compensating for the
suppressed coefficient proportional to the small mixing
angle (sin χ), which is favored by the current experimental
constraints.10 This may, in turn, enhance the heavy Higgs
production cross section—an effect absent in the color-
singlet Higgs portal extensions—and may be potentially
visible in the global fitting analyses of the data.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the collider phenomenology of a heavy
color-singlet scalar boson originating in models with a
minimally extended color sector. The properties of the
heavy scalar—a color singlet with some degree of weak
interactions—turn out to be closely related to the properties
of additional (colored) states in the theory, which may
include scalars, vectors, or fermionics.
Incorporating the projected

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 14TeV 95% C.L.
exclusion limits, along with the previously obtained exclu-
sion bounds [9] imposed by unitarity, electroweak precision
tests, LHC 125 GeV h Higgs searches, and

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 7, 8 TeV
LHC heavy Higgs searches, we have investigated various
scenarios within the renormalizable coloron model, with
zero, one, or three generations of the spectator fermions.
We have demonstrated the sensitivity of the future high
center-of-mass energy and luminosity LHC searches to this
model. Our results are summarized in Figs. 3, 4, and 5,
covering the free parameter space of the theory for the
scenarios with different numbers of spectator fermion
generations.
We find that the upcoming LHC searches should be

sensitive to an s scalar of mass less than 1 TeV for
essentially all of the model parameter space in which the
h state differs from the Higgs boson of the SM. More
precisely, unless the mixing angle, sin χ, is zero, the 14 TeV
LHC will be sensitive to the presence of the nonstandard
heavy s scalar that is characteristic of the renormalizable
coloron model.

9We note that this observation is in accordance with a similar
conclusion deduced from the stability condition, as discussed in
[9] [see also (10)], but we find here a much stronger constraint.

10The enhanced gluon coupling makes vector boson fusion
production irrelevant for the s boson, another potential distin-
guishing feature of this state.
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